« Paesaggi occhi aperti chiusi »

Justin Winkler

The festival „Paesaggi sonori” organised by „Tempo Reale” in Firenze offered two Public Soundwalks in the afternoon of Saturday October 8, 2011. Both started from the Colonna di San Zanobi near the Battistero of Florence cathedral. The choice of the departure point has set a thematic link with the historical and touristic centre of the city and the fact that this area has become a pedestrian area in June 2011. Keeping traffic out of a high profile historical site – "una gigantesca operazione culturale" – reshapes time the lives of residents. The listening – as I want correctly call the two walks – walks confronted us with the „new” sonic situation which is best summarised by „il silenzio dele machine”, the absence of dominant urban motor sound in favour of the vocal hum of people in the Piazza Duomo.
The listening walks start at 15:15h respectively 17:15h, guided by Justin Winkler and accompanied by Albert Mayr, Antonella Radicchi and Loredana Terminio. They are attended by 45 people. Both listening walks are divided into two sections: the first leading to the square of Santa Maria Novella, the second from Santa Maria Novella to the Mercato di San Lorenzo. Thus both passages are cutting across the varied but dense urban neigbourhoods. After the first section of approximately seven minutes the participants congregate in front of the church in order to assess their impressions; at the end of the second section of twelve minutes we gather in the arcades along Via Panicale respectively in the court behind the arcades of Via Sant'Antonino, taking the time to interpret the results of our common listening efforts. The duration of each listening walk including the interpretational work is one hour.
The first section from Piazza Duomo through Via Panzani to Santa Maria Novella is a intense examination of the tonality of voices that fill the very centre of Florence. In the afternoon cathedral square is crowded with tourists from all countries. The overall sound of voices is anonymous, an imprint of human presence, a thick and viscous, overall unexcited presence. You may describe it as either monotonous or peaceful. Firstly, from this tonal ground or cantus firmus (as Albert Mayr evoked in the roundtable following the soundwalks) emerge laughter, shouts or children's wailing: semi-personal expressive sounds that mark human presence and lead to sound gestures beyond words, as does the bark of the little dog in the square of Santa Maria Novella. Interestingly, one participant identifies this dog's voice as the first „sound of nature” of the walk, by implicitly dividing the soundscape into a human and an animal realm. Secondly, single voices filter through this cloud as you walk on, coming past you or you passing them: short „swingbys” leaving behind incomplete sentences in identifiable languages and by individual speakers' voice timbres and stress, making sense, no sense or nonsense, depending on the listener's knowledge of the language.

The concept of „eyes open” and „eyes closed” accompanies the listening exercises. The formula „occhi aperti chiusi” hints to the practice of the listening walk: You walk with an everyday attitude – usually eyes open – but refraining from visual focussing on everyday aims. The group is a welcome milieu for this. A participant acknowledges that the fact of being guided as a group is taking off the weight of the everyday concerns about where to go and of having to watch out for dangers. Full attention can be given to the sound environment as it evolves along the section.
A situation of safe position is the prerequisite for allowing one's eyes to be closed. The two groups do so in two very different places: the first under the arcades of Via Panicale, the second in the square of Santa Maria Novella. Since everyday listening forms the background of this exercise closed eyes would refer to naps or falling to sleep, not to ordinary wake experience. In the context of this format of listening walks I consider any exercise with blindfolding as a didactic aberration. In this context I dislike as well the association of listening eyes closed with a passive concert listening situation; it is not in favour of an active subject's urban practice. However, closing one's eyelids is „at hand” and not evoking the imagination of being victim like with blindfolding. What does the one minute listening eyes closed produce? Participants from both groups report from the eyes closed exercise an opening up of the aural space, an enhancing of the impression of spatial depth, of combining the sound of one's bodily presence, and of sounds evolving independently on all temporal scales. This momentary „silencing” of vision is experienced by the participants as a benefical intermission.
The „pre-traffic city”, the „traffic city” and the „post-traffic pedestrian city” emerge from the remarks of other participants. A generation which remembers its childhood in the middle of the last century remembers the streets as accessible space. Even if the loss of one's childhood's streets is potentially exaggerated, the new pedestrian city induces feeling of retrieved and appreciated security.
„Il silenzio delle macchine” indicates that the urban soundscape is designed by taking off an element, in this case the dominating one of the motor sounds. Usually security and fluidity issues are of more weight in such a decision than the resulting "residual" acoustical quality. During the walks the question is raised if the in situ tool of listening walk lends itself to a first-step assessment of a qualitative, esthetical transformation of urban spaces. The tentative answer is yes, if the spatial and temporal field is extended, if „empty” times and „empty” places are surveyed n order to establish knowledge of the whole, including socially and culturally varying listening perspectives. This can avoid to adhere to the wide-spread Manichean ideas of urban soundscapes as being the (beautiful) human voice centre against the (ugly) traffic noise of the surrounding neighbourhoods. This would correspond neither to any reality of socially mediated perception of urban space, nor to the repeated presence of delivery traffic in the early morning hours, respectively the absence of human voice at the same hours.
There is also attention for the reference of sounds to materials of the sensible urban epidermis, the tactile side of listening. It is similar to the expression of voices which express by tone, timbre and modulation more than just information; you can like or dislike a voice independently from what its „owner” tells you. I draw the attention of the participants to their shoes. I am usually worried about too big listening groups; this worry is dispelled by the sheer mass of feet walking over the old pavements of Florence. There is indeed no such effect as masking of sounds by the clatter of heels. One reason for this is the hardness of this city floor; a second one the softness of soles worn by the majority of the participants; another one the intertwining of walking sounds of the group and the sounds of other people walking. „Il silenzio dei passi” – to paraphrase the omission aesthetics diagnose – introduces a tendency to perceive walking man by his visual gait only. Yet the participants are aware of different qualities of shoe wear, creaking new shoes of the past, the peculiar staccato of high heels echoing in a built environment like a blind person's stick. The observations concerning the sounds of walking lead to the assessment of social contexts, and the observers are involved, active contributors to urban ambiences, not passive listeners.
Another element of walking groups which is also experienced with guided tours or academic field trips, is the generally shuffling motion of the flock. Not so this time in Florence. It confirms an experience made in Berlin (see above, p. 30), when a large group with full attention directed on its immediate surroundings does not lose its coherence and responds fluidly to obstacles and the sudden appearance of cyclists. For the final discussion the second group obstructs the inner courtyard with the passageway from Via Sant'Antonino to Borgo la Noce. A man opening a noisy garage shutter glides through our lines; another one is fetching a cart in a garage and rolls it with an interesting clatter to the market stand to be closed; a girl is heading towards Borgo la Noce and later coming back; another girl is leaving with a scooter. All these people and events cross the group ssmoothly, their sounds are welcomed with an almost cheering response.
It is worth, as we do during these walks, not to centre on listing single sounds, but on atmospheres, on the presence of spaces, and on the acoustic appearance of materials. They approach the complex spatio-temporal character of walking perception better than lists of single sounds. If reported at the end of a listening walk section the events, the “sound objects”, are past. Therefore we are mainly working on memory. A listening walk is an opportunity to trigger the involuntary memory. Arousing memories is not necessarily in the centre of a listening walk activity. But as it does this time with the mentioned childhood memories of one woman, it can serve to establish counter-examples for the situation met in situ. Particularly in everyday contexts otherness and oblique approach serves better the expression of the specificity of a situation than any attempt to frontal and objectal description. This leads clearly to a walking format than goes beyond sensibilisation and didactics but is a serial tool, either for specifically assessing sound environments, or for the elicitation of perceptual and lifeworld contexts beyond sound experience.

